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Abstract
Occitan is a minority language spoken in Southern France, some Alpine Valleys of Italy, and the Val d’Aran in Spain, which only very
recently started developing language and speech technologies. This paper describes the first project for designing a Text-to-Speech
synthesis system for one of its main regional varieties, namely Gascon. We used a state-of-the-art deep neural network approach, the
Tacotron2-WaveGlow system. However, we faced two additional difficulties or challenges: on the one hand, we wanted to test if it
was possible to obtain good quality results with fewer recording hours than is usually reported for such systems; on the other hand, we
needed to achieve a standard, non-Occitan pronunciation of French proper names, therefore we needed to record French words and test
phoneme-based approaches. The evaluation carried out over the various developed systems and approaches shows promising results
with near production-ready quality. It has also allowed us to detect the phenomena for which some flaws or fall of quality occur, point-
ing at the direction of future work to improve the quality of the actual system and for new systems for other language varieties and voices.
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1. Introduction
1.1. The Occitan Language and the Gascon

Variety
Occitan is a Romance language spoken in three states of
the European Union (France, Spain and Italy) on an area
of about 180,000 km2. The Occitan language is co-official
with Catalan and Spanish in Val d’Aran (in the Pyrenees).
Although it has no public recognition elsewhere, several
French territorial collectivities support it and it is one of
the languages considered by the linguistic minorities pro-
tection law in Italy. As there are no officially imposed stan-
dards, Occitan may be described as a fairly dialectalised
language. It is traditionally divided into six major vari-
eties (Bec, 1986; Quint, 2014): Gascon, Languedocian,
Provençal, Limousin, Auvergnat and Vivaro-Alpine. Gas-
con, the South-Western variety, displays many specific fea-
tures (on both phonological and morphosyntactic levels),
partly due to the Aquitanic substrate shared with Euskara
(Basque). Perceptually, the presence of the [h] sound is
particularly salient in the phonemic inventory: /p b t d k g
n ñ m f s z S Z h r l L i 4 j w e E a O y u/.

1.2. Language Technologies for Occitan
Occitan being in a minorised language situation, it is also
one of the many ”under-resourced” or ”poorly endowed”
languages in the area of Natural Language Processing
(NLP). However, NLP is a prioritary issue for its develop-
ment and its diffusion. Hence, there was a need to develop

a strategy according to the existing means, with planned
goals as described in the Digital Language Survival Kit
(Ceberio et al., 2018). The Occitan language benefits from
some resources: text corpora such as Batelòc (Bras and
Vergez-Couret, 2008) or Lo Congrès’ one; online dictio-
naries or lexica such as dicod’Òc, tèrm’Òc, Loflòc (Bras
et al., 2017); a verb conjugator (vèrb’Òc), among others.
Some tools have also been tested on Occitan: Talismane
PoS tagger (Urieli, 2013), used within the framework of
the ANR Restaure program (Bernhard et al., 2019), a spell
checker, a predictive keyboard (Congrès, 2018a; Congrès,
2018b) and an automatic translator on the Apertium plat-
form (Apertium, 2016).
These resources are mentioned in the Roadmap for Occitan
Digital Develoment (Gurrutxaga and Leturia, 2014), a doc-
ument for the planification of the development of Occitan
NLP resources based on the Meta-Net method (Rehm and
Uszkoreit, 2012). An Occitan text-to-speech (TTS) system
is planned for 2019, also mentioned in the Inventory of lin-
guistic resources for the languages of France (Leixa et al.,
2014). In this report produced by the French Ministry of
Culture (DGLFLF), the resources for Occitan are described
as weak.

2. A Text-To-Speech System for Gascon
The recomendations for 2019 of the aforementioned
Roadmap for Occitan Digital Develoment included build-
ing a Text-To-Speech (TTS) system. In accordance with
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these recommendations, work aiming at developing TTS
technologies for Occitan took off. As a first approach, we
decided to perform some experiments and evaluations with
one variety and one voice. Once the desired results would
be achieved (and therefore, the technology chosen, the pro-
cess mastered and the sizes and features of the training
datasets known), we would then expand the same method-
ology to other voices and varieties.
This first work was carried out for the Gascon variety with a
female voice. However, there were some restrictions or pre-
conditions to take into account in the experiments, which
we will describe in the following subsections.

2.1. Deep Neural Network Technology
In recent years there has been a great change in the TTS
area, whereby systems have progressively shifted from
parametric or concatenative methods to deep neural net-
work based ones. Naturally, this was due to the great im-
provement in quality and naturalness obtained by the latter
technique.
The shift started with Google publishing the first WaveNet
paper (Oord et al., 2016), a deep neural network model
to implement the last steps of a TTS system, that is to
say, the vocoder and acoustic modeling part (they produce
the speech waves out of linguistic or acoustic features).
WaveNet largely surpassed existing systems in terms of nat-
uralness and quality. The paper was later followed by an-
other one on Parallel WaveNet (Oord et al., 2018), a faster
implementation of the same principle.
Tacotron (Wang et al., 2017) accelerated the shift. It was
another neural network model to get spectrograms directly
from text, instead of having the usual multiple steps chain
(text analysis, duration modeling, acoustic feature model-
ing...) where errors tend to accumulate. Combined with
a simple waveform synthesis technique, Tacotron outper-
formed production parametric systems in terms of natu-
ralness. Tacotron 2 (Shen et al., 2018) put the final nail,
proving that they could obtain a naturalness score almost
as good as professionally recorded speech by generating
mel spectrograms using the Tacotron approach and subse-
quently generating the speech waveform using a WaveNet
model.
Also most of the other TTS systems that have come into
scene in recent years, like Deep Voice (Arik et al., 2017) or
Char2Wav (Sotelo et al., 2017) are also using deep learning
approaches and improving the quality of previously used
methods.
In view of the results of the Tacotron-WaveNet method, free
software implementations of Tacotron and WaveNet have
arisen, to allow researchers to perform experiments and de-
velopers to produce systems for other languages or situa-
tions. One of the most prominent is NVIDIA’s, who have
published under a free license a Tacotron 2 implementation
(NVIDIA, 2018a) and WaveGlow (NVIDIA, 2018b), a sys-
tem combining WaveNet and Glow (Kingma and Dhariwal,
2018) which, according to a paper they released (Prenger et
al., 2019), delivers audio quality as good as the best pub-
licly available WaveNet implementation. For these reasons,
we chose NVIDIA’s Tacotron 2 and WaveGlow combina-
tion as the software to perform our experiments with Gas-

con and, if successful, to put into production TTS systems
for Occitan in general.

2.2. Few Recording Hours

Occitan being an under resourced language, audio record-
ings such as those needed for training TTS systems (good
quality, one speaker, transcribed, aligned and in large quan-
tities) are not available for Occitan. This means that record-
ings had to be made specifically for the project. And taking
into account that TTS systems for many voices and varieties
are planned to be developed in the future, we needed to ad-
just the recording hours to the minimum required. But since
the amount of recording hours needed to obtain good qual-
ity cannot be known beforehand, we decided to start with
a small amount of hours and evaluate the results obtained,
and then make more recordings afterwards if necessary.

However, we needed a starting point of reference for the
amount of recording hours. The Google experiments men-
tioned in the Tacotron and WaveNet papers use proprietary
training datasets of at least 25 hours for each language (En-
glish and Chinese). The system mentioned in the WaveG-
low paper uses the free LJ Speech dataset (Ito, 2017), which
also represents 24 hours of audiobooks recorded in English.
As we have already stated, our goal was to do it with much
fewer hours if possible.

To our knowledge, the majority of research work using the
deep neural Tacotron-WaveNet approach was based on the
above referred training datasets, and there is not much work
mentioning other datasets or languages. (Yasuda et al.,
2019) have developed a system for Japanese, but they use a
47 hour dataset.

Some other works like Latorre et al. (2019) prove that, in
the absence of many recording hours from a single speaker,
a similar or better quality can be achieved with few hours
from many speakers; but this does not help us, since there
is not a corpus of this kind for Occitan anyway. And others
like Tits et al. (2020) focus on developing new voices with
few recordings, but this requires having already a multi-
speaker TTS system, which raises the same issue regarding
Occitan. Finally, Chen et al. (2019) explore the develop-
ment of a new voice with few hours using a TTS system
developed for another language, with promising, albeit ex-
perimental, results.

One reference that could be of use for our work is the one
described by Choi et al. (2018), where they made experi-
ments with around 9 hours data. However, the Mean Opin-
ion Score (MOS) they achieved is far below the levels re-
ported in the rest of the above papers, which is not very
promising. On the other hand, Podsiadło and Ungureanu
(2018) prove that a quality dataset (phonetically balanced,
professional quality recordings) of 10 hours can achieve al-
most as good MOS scores as a 23 hour dataset, and Liu et
al. (2019) also achieve good MOS scores with 8 hours.
So we decided to start with a similar number of hours,
which was in principle affordable to us, as a first experi-
ment, which we would forcibly enlarge if the experiment
did not achieve good results.
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2.3. Standard Pronunciation of French Proper
Names

Due to the sociolinguistic situation of the region where Oc-
citan is spoken, where there is a remarkable diglossia of
Occitan with respect to French, many French words are in-
cluded in Occitan oral and text production (notably proper
names of people, streets, places, brands, titles, etc.). These
words are usually pronounced as in French, and if they
are pronounced following the traditional phonological rules
of Occitan, the result is incomprehensible for the speak-
ers themselves. Therefore, if an Occitan TTS would not
take this into account and pronounce French names like
”Beauvais” or ”Jeanssins” with the Occitan pronunciation
as [be/aw/'bajs] and [Ze/an/'sis], rather than [/bo/'vE] and
[/Zã/'sEs̃], it would not be good for practical use with real
texts.
This same problem had been detected in Iparrahotsa (Navas
et al., 2014), a TTS system for the Navarro-Lapurdian va-
riety of Basque, spoken in the French part of the Basque
Country. The project is still ongoing, precisely due to that
problem.
For this reason, in order to be properly developed, the
TTS system for Occitan had to correctly pronounce French
proper names following the French (vs. Occitan) phono-
logical system, so we also needed to record French words,
to test phoneme-based approaches and to develop language
detection and text-to-phoneme conversion tools.
In the aforementioned work by Yasuda et al. (2019), they
perform some experiments using phonemes as input. Other
systems using phonemes or mixed input are mentioned in
Kastner et al. (2019).

3. Experiments
3.1. Training Dataset
3.1.1. Text Corpus
We designed a relatively small Occitan corpus made up of
literary works, press articles and Wikipedia pages. In or-
der to maximise the recording time in terms of phoneme
diversity, we sorted all its sentences according to a score
indicating the number of unique diphones/total number of
diphones ratio and the proximity to the average sentences
length, inspired by the ”Unique Unit Coverage Score” in-
troduced by Arora et al. (2014).
The corpus aimed at including all diphones which might
occur in an Occitan conversation mixed with French
words: every possible combination of Occitan and French
phonemes was therefore taken into account. We first picked
up in the Occitan corpus all sentences showing a diphone
that did not appear in the sentences already selected. Then,
we manually added sentences containing diphones which
did not occur in the corpus.
In addition, we used a list of phonetised French given
names and family names (Boula de Mareüil et al., 2005)
as an exception database (see Section 3.2.). Those proper
names were then combined automatically to get a cor-
pus with all diphones combining a French phoneme and a
French or an Occitan phoneme (by “French phonemes” we
mean the 10 vowels and consonants which do not belong
to the standard Occitan phoneme inventory, such as nasal

vowels). We manually created sentences including proper
names with diphones which did not occur in the resulting
corpus. Sentences including diphones with the Spanish jota
(/x/) (which does not belong to the phoneme inventories of
Occitan and French) were added in order to account for
Spanish loans, whose frequency is particularly significant
in written texts produced in Aranese Occitan (a Gascon va-
riety spoken alongside Spanish in the Val d’Aran).
As a result, we obtained a first “mandatory” corpus contain-
ing all possible diphones formed with Occitan and French
phonemes (as well as the jota). Also, we manually added
sentences which are likely to appear in systems using TTS
synthesis, such as GPS or public transport (e.g., “Turn
left”). Finally, we picked up sentences in our sorted Occitan
corpus until we obtained a total of 100,000 words. We ob-
tained a corpus of approximately 13,600 sentences: about
10,900 entirely Occitan sentences, around 2,700 sentences
with French phonemes, 43 sentences with the Spanish jota.
There were around 1,300 exclamatory sentences and 700
interrogative sentences.

3.1.2. Audio Recordings
We looked for Occitan speakers suited for the task, that is,
speaking for hours in a “neutral tone”, and we chose to hire
a female radio news announcer. We recorded her in a studio
usually dedicated to movies dubbing. Therefore, the sound
engineer present in the studio was used to working with
spoken material. The recordings lasted six days, with an
average of seven hours work per day. Sentences were pro-
jected on a large screen about seven meters away from the
speaker, in order to elicit a voice similar to that of someone
speaking from a certain distance. After cleaning, we ob-
tained a total of almost 7 hours of speech (without counting
the pauses between sentences, which would otherwise add
a few hours). We were, however, not able to record the
whole written corpus.
We had to deal again with the internal great variability of
the Occitan language, even within the Gascon domain. We
wanted our TTS system to fit the regional standard as much
as possible. However, we soon realized that it was impossi-
ble to have our speaker speak during hours with some pro-
nunciations that were unnatural to her (e.g.: pronounce the
j /Z/ instead of /j/). These pronunciation variations were
rather few and were not pointed out during the quantitative
evaluation. Still, we had to settle for compromises in favour
of a less standard Occitan (Gascon): the result is still a rea-
sonably standard accent, easily understandable by most Oc-
citan speakers. Moreover, after the recording sessions, we
spent a lot of time in post-processing to make adjustments.
In particular, many sentences of our corpus were not writ-
ten in the speaker’s subvariety, and she pronounced them
following her own speech habits. It was thus necessary to
correct a number of written sentences to make them fit the
recorded pronunciation. Also, we took advantage of this
opportunity to correct the mispronounced words.
The size of the corpus is 6:52 hours, out of which 5:46
contained only Occitan words and another 1:06 hours con-
tained sentences including French (or other languages)
words. A total of 23 minutes were recordings of interrog-
ative sentences and 36 minutes of exclamatory sentences.
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The mean sentence length is around 2.5 seconds, with a
standard deviation of around 1.8. However, some of the
sentences were much longer. Those exceeding 10 seconds
triggered memory errors on training, so we had to remove
them (they accounted for fewer than 1% of the sentences).

3.2. Linguistic Tools
We created an expansion tool which cleans the input and ex-
pands Arabic numerals and most Roman numerals, e-mail
addresses, website URLs, phone numbers, dates, hours,
measurement units, currencies, some acronyms and ab-
breviations. A rule-based grapheme-to-phoneme conver-
sion tool was developed, containing about 230 hand-written
rules. It uses an exception base (including thousands of
French proper names) as well as a syllabification tool com-
posed of 40 rules, for lexical stress assignment. Occitan is
a language in which stress is distinctive, and stress location
may be predicted in most cases even in the absence of part-
of-speech tagging — a component which has not yet been
designed.

3.3. TTS Systems
3.3.1. The Tacotron Part
We devised three setups for our experiments, all of them
using the NVIDIA’s Tacotron 2 and WaveGlow above
mentioned systems. The first one (hereinafter OccTxt)
was trained with those sentences that only contain Occ-
itan words, in their character-based version (with num-
bers, acronyms, etc. expanded using the tool described
above). The second one (hereinafter OccPho) was also
trained only with Occitan sentences, but these were con-
verted to phonemes by the tool mentioned in the previous
subsection. Finally, a third setup (AllPho) was prepared us-
ing all available sentences (including French proper names)
converted to phonemes (the French words being transcribed
according to their standard French pronunciation).
We are aware that Tacotron 2 can accept a mixed character-
phoneme notation as an entry (the code includes the exam-
ple ”Turn left on {HH AW1 S S T AH0 N} Street”) and
that for the third setup we could have used such a nota-
tion with Occitan text in characters and only French words
as phonemes. However, since the grapheme-to-phoneme
conversion tool we developed could convert all the text to
phonemes, we considered this to be a better option, because
it reduced the symbol set (some of the French phonemes
also exist in Occitan) and so we could expect better results.
Tacotron 2 includes a list of the accepted letters and sym-
bols (which are the English ones). We changed this list
to also accept Occitan diacritics in the first setup, Occitan
phonemes in the second and Occitan and French phonemes
in the third. The list of characters and phonemes was ob-
tained from the training corpus which, depending on the
setup, was passed through the phonemizer or not.
OccTxt and OccPho were designed to test if an accept-
able quality could be achieved in Occitan with a relatively
small number of recording hours, although we did not ex-
pect them to work well with French proper names. AllPho
would serve both to check (i) if French words were well
pronounced, and (ii) if the inclusion of French words into

the training set would impact the pronunciation of the Occ-
itan words with respect to the other setups.
In all cases, we used as a starting point the models NVIDIA
trained for English with their Tacotron 2 implementation
using the LJ Speech dataset, which are both download-
able from their GitHub page (NVIDIA, 2017a). As the au-
thors of these systems explain, ”training using a pre-trained
model can lead to faster convergence”, which proved to be
the case: in some experiments we carried out there was
no noticeable difference between the results of a system
trained on a random state and a system trained on the En-
glish model, with a much smaller training time for the latter.
For the training phase, default parameters were used, with
no hyperparameter optimization. Models were trained un-
til no further improvement was obtained on the validation
data.

3.3.2. The WaveGlow Part
Whatever the results might be, we did not expect a quality
comparable to what was reported in the original Tacotron 2
- WaveNet paper, because of the much smaller amount of
available hours of recordings. But it was interesting to see
(i) if the effect of this reduced corpus could be more sig-
nificant at the level of the production of mel spectrograms
from text (the Tacotron part) or at the level of the production
of the audio wave from the mel spectrograms (the WaveG-
low part), and (ii) if we were able to improve the results by
somehow intervening in one of those steps.
We observed that using a WaveGlow model trained for
English with more hours -precisely, the one reported
in the WaveGlow paper, trained with the 24 hours LJ
Speech dataset and also downloadable from its GitHub
page (NVIDIA, 2017b)- could also be used as vocoder with
a relatively good quality for Occitan. This result may seem
curious at first, but was in some way logical: mel spec-
trograms are nothing but frequency-based representations
of a sound wave, and all that a system like WaveGlow or
WaveNet does is learning to produce an audio wave from a
mel spectrogram; therefore, if a system learns from a large
dataset where many frequencies are represented, it should
be able to decode mel spectrograms of other voices and lan-
guages quite efficiently, unless the new language and voice
contain many frequencies both new and unknown to the
system. In our case, both the LJ Speech dataset and the
Occitan training dataset were female voices (and so sup-
posedly relatively near from each other in the frequency
spectrum), and the English model seemed to fit well for the
Occitan spectrograms.
Therefore, for the WaveGlow step, in additon to the mod-
els trained on the Occitan audios (henceforth OccWav), we
also tested a model produced from the English LJ Speech
dataset (henceforth EngWav).

4. Evaluation and Results
For the evaluation, a corpus of 100 sentences was prepared,
containing examples of all the phenomena we wanted to
test, with the following distribution: 10 exclamations, 20
interrogations, 15 with rare diphones, 20 with at least one
French noun, and the remaining 35 being affirmative sen-
tences with only Occitan words. These sentences were all
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recorded by the speaker of the training set.

4.1. The Tacotron Part
In a first phase, evaluators were presented with these sen-
tences both in (i) their recorded and (ii) their synthesized
version produced using in turn the three Tacotron setups
(OccTxt, OccPho and AllPho) with the EngWav model in
the WaveGlow part, i.e. 400 audios, in a blind random way.
For each of these, the evaluators were required to evaluate
three points:

• If the sentence was correctly pronounced (in a scale
from 1 to 5), which would allow us to detect pronun-
ciation errors in French proper names, question into-
nations, rare diphones, etc.

• If the sentence was fluid and natural (in a scale from
1 to 5), so that we could have a MOS (Mean Opinion
Score) of the voices’ naturalness.

• If there was a major technical problem such as trun-
cated sentence, blank, gibberish... (yes/no rating), be-
cause we observed that such things sometimes hap-
pened due to the small amount of recorded hours, the
length of some sentences or other reasons.

The evaluations of the first phase were done by 8 Gascon-
speakers over a period of ten days, which represents a total
of 3,200 (= 8 x 400) evaluated sentences. The evaluators
are professionals working with Occitan language in many
fields (teaching, administration, linguistics, translation...).
They were not familiar with TTS systems, but had occa-
sionally heard synthesized speech in French (GPS, public
transport...).
The MOS obtained for the pronunciation correctness by the
three systems and compared to the human recordings can
be seen in Figure 1. The system that scores best is AllPho,
obtaining a score of 4.2, whereas the human recordings ob-
tained 4.9. Besides, it has a difference of at least 0.3 with
respect to the other two systems, which was somehow ex-
pected, since the other systems lacked the phoneme conver-
sion or the recordings for French, which could only make
them score lower in the sentences containing French proper
names.

Figure 1: MOS for pronunciation correctness.

In fact, if we look at the scores obtained by each sentence
type (Table 1), we can see that, although the AllPho setup

scores best for every type of sentence, the improvement ob-
tained is much larger for the sentences with French nouns
(almost 0.5 points).

Sentence System HumanOccTxt OccPho AllPho
Normal 3.96 3.93 4.23 4.91
French 3.47 3.64 4.08 4.81

Interrogative 3.91 3.81 4.10 4.95
Exclamatory 4.53 4.04 4.65 4.93

Rare diphones 3.85 3.87 4.17 4.90
Average 3.89 3.85 4.20 4.90

Table 1: MOS for pronunciation correctness for each type
of sentence.

The AllPho system is also the best one regarding fluidity
and naturalness, as is shown in Figure 2. This can be the
result of having 15% extra-time of recordings for training,
because the sentences with French words also include Occ-
itan text and therefore a larger audio corpus of Occitan was
used. The score obtained can be considered as satisfactory,
taking into account the relatively small number of training
hours used.

Figure 2: MOS for fluidity and naturalness.

Table 2 shows us that AllPho scores best in all types of sen-
tences. This is a very important positive result, because it
means that the inclusion of French phonemes in the record-
ings and the fact of basing the TTS system on phonemes in-
stead of text characters does not impact negatively the voice
quality; rather, it slightly improves it.

Sentence System HumanOccTxt OccPho AllPho
Normal 3.85 3.60 3.93 4.92
French 3.25 3.26 3.63 4.83

Interrogative 3.56 3.33 3.60 4.96
Exclamatory 4.15 3.60 4.21 4.88

Rare diphones 3.48 3.39 3.68 4.89
Average 3.64 3.45 3.80 4.90

Table 2: MOS for fluidity and naturalness for each type of
sentence.
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We can also observe in Tables 1 and 2 that exclamatory sen-
tences obtain the highest score both in correctness and nat-
uralness in all setups, with a significant difference with re-
spect to the other types of sentence especially in the AllPho
system. Interrogative sentences, on the other hand, get the
lowest score in naturalness and the second lowest in cor-
rectness (very close to the lowest one, i.e. sentences con-
taining French names) in the AllPho setup, with a differ-
ence of more than 0.5 points with respect to exclamatory
sentences. This may be due to the fact that there are 56%
more recordings of exclamatory sentences than interroga-
tive sentences in the corpus (36 min. vs. 23 min., see Sec-
tion 3.1.2.). Recording some extra interrogative sentences
(just 13 more minutes) in order to have the same amount of
recordings as available for exclamatory sentences might be
a way to improve the synthesis of interrogative sentences.
However, we cannot exclude that other factors (such as
pragmatic saliency or cognitive aspects) may also account
for this difference between the two sentence types.
Finally, regarding the third question (if the sentence pre-
sented some major technical error or problem), as can be
seen in Table 3, there does not seem to be any significant
difference among the three systems, although AllPho seems
more reliable. All three systems seem to meet with similar
difficulties in correctly synthesizing the same specific sen-
tences.

Sentence System HumanOccTxt OccPho AllPho
Normal 49 45 46 4
French 36 38 30 3

Interrogative 24 25 26 3
Exclamatory 3 8 3 1

Rare diphones 19 16 18 1
Average 131 132 123 12

Table 3: Major technical problems or errors for each type
of sentence.

4.2. The WaveGlow Part
In a second phase, we prepared an evaluation that would
play the 100 sentences synthesized by the system that
scored best in the first phase (AllPho) with the EngWav and
OccWav WaveGlow vocoders, that is, 200 audios, again in
blind and random conditions. In this case, the evaluators
only had to evaluate the fluidity and naturalness and give it a
score on a 1 to 5 scale. However, listening to just some few
sentences was enough for the evaluators to clearly identify
which ones were produced with the EngWav vocoder used
in the first phase or with the new OccWav one. The evalua-
tors reported that EngWav was by far better and more nat-
ural, and saw no point in going on with a tiring and costly
evaluation.

4.3. Qualitative Evaluation
After finishing the quantitative evaluation, the evaluators
were asked two questions about their qualitative impression
on the systems developed:

• What was their global impression on the sentences
they had heard.

• The type of technical or quality errors or problems
they had encountered.

Globally speaking, the evaluators find that the synthesized
sentences (they were usually distinguishable from the hu-
man recorded ones) were easy to understand and of good
quality. Taking into account the fact that the evaluators did
not know which system had produced each sentence, if they
thought the synthesized sentences had a good average qual-
ity, we can suppose that the system which got the highest
scores (AllPho) would be considered by the same evalua-
tors still better.
Regarding the errors or problems, the evaluators mentioned
occasional silences or missing words, noise (which they
qualified as whistling, blowing, metallic..), artificiality, in-
tonation problems and difficulties with specific words.
A more detailed analysis of the sentences marked by the
evaluators as problematic enabled us to see the causes of
some of these problems and devise possible solutions for
a production system. For example, some of the silence
and intonation problems are due to the fact that the systems
implemented get confused when producing very long sen-
tences (as mentioned earlier, we removed sentences longer
than 10 seconds from the training datasets because they re-
sulted in memory errors); therefore, to solve this problem,
we divided long sentences at points where a comma was
found, synthesized them as separate sentences and concate-
nated them; but this produced too long silences and intona-
tion falls at commas (similar to those at the end of a sen-
tence). We believe that if we cut some long sentences at
commas from the training dataset, this problem can be re-
lieved. This work is yet to be done. Likewise, it seems
that by applying a filter to reduce the trebles by 10 dB, the
whistling or metallic effect is reduced, although we have
not yet tested this effect formally.

5. Conclusions
With the objective of obtaining a neural state-of-the-art
TTS for Gascon Occitan with relatively few recording
hours which would pronounce French proper names in a
standard way, we have developed and evaluated different
systems, all based on the NVIDIA Tacotron 2 - WaveGlow
software, some of them text-based and others phoneme-
based, some of them including recordings of French words
and some not. The system based on phonemes which in-
cluded the recordings of French words obtained a MOS of
4 out of 5 for correctness and naturalness, and evaluators
and language experts consider it to be of a near production-
ready quality.
Moreover, the evaluation results were useful to show which
sentence types or phenomena may need improvements or
adjustments and which types of sentence produce some ma-
jor problems. Basing ourselves on these results, we will be
able to decide if further recordings of some kinds of sen-
tences must be done or if we should choose other technical
solutions in order to solve the various problems encoun-
tered, with a view to putting into production a TTS system
for Gascon Occitan and developing systems for other voices
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and other Occitan varieties such as Languedocian. The idea
is to put these systems into production and to make them
available for interested users, organizations and companies
in the short term. The MOS of these systems might not be
as high as that of systems trained with more hours, but it
was considered to be of a satisfactory quality, especially if
we take into account the fact that there are no TTS systems
currently available for Occitan. At any rate, this Occitan
TTS system will probably be better than many other sys-
tems produced for other languages with older technologies.
However, it is important to note that the system we have
chosen to put into production makes use of a vocoder model
produced for English, because it sounds much better to the
evaluators than the model trained specifically for Occitan.
This means that the recording hours used in the project
might not always be sufficient to train a WaveGlow sys-
tem with a production-ready quality. Here a model trained
for another language with more recording hours was useful,
but it might not always be the case. For example, the model
may not be useful for correctly synthesizing male voices
due to a different frequency spectrum, since it was trained
using recordings of a female speaker. Also, to our knowl-
edge, there are no free WaveGlow models trained with large
datasets of male voices. Thus, if we are faced with this
problem in the future, we will have to try and train a model
using free recorded datasets of male voices (if available), or
maybe endeavour to expand our own set of recordings.
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